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Verifying the output of quantum optimizers with ground-state energy lower bounds
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Solving optimization problems encoded in the ground state of classical-spin systems is a focus area for
quantum computing devices, providing upper bounds to the unknown solution. To certify these bounds, they are
compared to those obtained by classical methods. However, even if the quantum bound beats them, this says little
about how close it is to the unknown solution. We consider the use of relaxations to the ground-state problem as a
benchmark for the output of quantum optimizers. These relaxations are radically more informative because they
provide lower bounds to the ground-state energy. The chordal branch and bound algorithm we present provides a
series of systematically improving confidence regions where the ground-state energy provably lies. Interestingly,
each step in the process requires only an effort polynomial in the system size. Additionally, the algorithm exploits
the locality and sparsity of relevant Ising spin models in a systematic way. This yields certified solutions for many
of the problems that are currently addressed by heuristic optimization algorithms more efficiently and for larger
system sizes. We apply the method to verify the output of a D-Wave 2000Q device and identify instances where
the annealer does not reach the ground-state energy and, more importantly, instances where it does, something
impossible to do by means of standard variational approaches. Our work provides a flexible and scalable method
for the verification of the outputs produced by quantum optimization devices.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevResearch.2.043163

I. INTRODUCTION

Classical Ising models are among the most paradigmatic
and widely studied models in statistical physics. They are ca-
pable of describing an immense variety of interesting physics,
ranging from ferromagnetic to frustrated and glassy phases.
Moreover, they are important in fields as diverse as risk assess-
ment in finance, logistics, machine learning [1], and image
denoising [2] because the solution of many optimization and
decision problems, such as partitioning, covering, and satis-
fiability, can be encoded in the ground state of such models
[3]. Their generality and the exponentially growing spaces of
spin configurations, however, preclude the existence of any
efficient general purpose algorithm to obtain the ground state.
It is hence no surprise that a wealth of approximate but more
scalable classical techniques for the energy minimization in
such models have been developed.

Recently, novel approaches that leverage the power of
near-term quantum devices such as quantum annealers, vari-
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ational quantum eigensolvers [4], variational circuits [5,6], or
networks of degenerate optical parametric oscillators [7] are
proposed for performing such tasks [8–10]. The quality of
their outputs is usually benchmarked against some of the most
scalable classical approaches, e.g., simulated annealing [11]
or variational ansatz classes based on tensor-network states
[12]. All of these methods share one common feature: they
only provide upper bounds on the ground-state energy. On the
one hand, this feature limits the verification power of these ap-
proaches, which are only able to identify instances where
quantum devices do not reach the ground-state energy. On the
other hand, even when a quantum optimizer beats all classical
variational methods, there is no way to know if the output of
the quantum device is actually close to the true ground-state
energy, unless the test is performed on problems for which the
solution is already known [13]. To overcome these limitations,
it is important to develop schemes that provide reliable lower
bounds to the ground-state energy of spin problems, against
which the results of quantum devices, and also classical vari-
ational methods, can be compared.

In this work, we tackle this issue by leveraging relaxations
of polynomial optimization problems through semidefinite
programming (SDP). The proposed method provides lower
bounds on the ground-state energy by optimizing over a larger
set than the physical spin configurations. We improve the
scalability of this type of relaxations, by making use of a
method known as the chordal extension, which allows us to
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exploit the physical locality and sparsity structure present
in relevant problem instances. All in all, this yields an in-
creasingly precise hierarchy of rigorous lower and, in fact,
also upper bounds on the ground-state energy. Combining
these bounds we obtain a scalable and flexible method that
provides with polynomial effort a confidence region inside
which the ground-state energy provably lies. By making use
of a branch-and-bound scheme, the confidence region can
be systematically improved. Although the complexity of the
general Ising problem implies that one might have to run
an exponential number of steps to achieve convergence, our
numerical experiments show that in many instances the con-
fidence region collapses to the exact ground state after few
iterations. A benchmark on a D-Wave 2000Q device shows
how our chordal branch-and-bound (CBB) method can be
used both to detect situations in which the quantum solution
differs from the optimum and, more importantly, verify when
the annealer has actually reached the ground-state energy and
no further optimization is required.

Our approach to verification consists of relaxing the initial
optimization problem and, therefore, results in lower bounds
to the ground-state energy, something impossible using stan-
dard variational techniques. Certification methods based on
relaxations constitute a valid approach for benchmarking
any heuristic optimization, classical or quantum. The main
purpose of this work is to demonstrate how these meth-
ods can be applied to asses the quality of the outputs of
intermediate-scale quantum computing devices, whose time-
liness is particularly motivated by recent progresses in the
field [14].

II. PRELIMINARIES

We consider classical spin systems whose configurations
�σ := (σ1, . . . , σN ) are vectors of N spin variables σi ∈ {−1, 1}
to each of which a Hamiltonian H assigns an energy H (�σ ). We
are mostly interested in Hamiltonians of Ising type, that can
be written in the form

H (�σ ) =
∑

1�i< j�N

Ji jσiσ j +
N∑

i=1

hiσi, (1)

with couplings Ji j and local fields hi. The method we develop,
however, is more general and can also be applied to Hamilto-
nians that are higher order polynomials of the spin variables
σi and couple three or more spins in a single term. Among all
the configurations of such a system there are those that achieve
the minimal possible energy, also known as the ground-state
energy and defined as

Eg := min
�σ∈{−1,1}N

H (�σ ). (2)

This minimization is a polynomial optimization problem in
the spin variables. If the Hamiltonian is of the form in (1),
then it is quadratic. For our purposes, solving the ground-state
problem for a given Hamiltonian means finding Eg and out-
putting a configuration that achieves it. Obviously, finding the
ground state is an optimization problem that can, in principle,
be solved by brute force search. This however quickly be-
comes infeasible as the number of configurations grows as 2N ,
restricting this approach to systems of few tens of particles.

Many spin models of interest in physics and beyond are
characterized by a locality structure defined by a graph G:
Spins are located in the nodes of the graph and the interacting
terms Ji j are nonzero only between neighboring sites, that is,
spins connected by an edge of the graph. Local interactions
also appear naturally in physical solvers of spin models, such
as, for instance, a quantum annealer. Such locality of interac-
tions implies a sparsity of the resulting Hamiltonian and hence
optimization problem. However, exploring this structure still
remains a really nontrivial task: Even for rather restricted
classes of graphs, finding the ground state is an NP-hard prob-
lem. This precludes the existence of any efficient and general
algorithm. The complexity of the Ising ground-state problem
thereby depends on subtle details of the problem class (see
Appendix A for more details).

It is convenient for what follows to present an equivalent
formulation of the ground-state problem in which the energy
is computed over the set of expectation values of products
of spin variables, such as the σi and σiσ j that appear in the
Hamiltonian, instead of spin variables directly. The connec-
tion with the original optimization problem (2) is made by
introducing the notion of a state of an N-spin system as a
generic probability distribution P over the set of configura-
tions {−1, 1}N . For every function f :{−1, 1}N → R we can
then define its expectation value in the state P, denoted by

〈 f 〉P =
∑

�σ∈{−1,1}N

f (�σ ) P(�σ ). (3)

In the following, whenever the connection to a specific physi-
cal state P is not evident, we simply denote expectation values
by 〈 f 〉. With this notation, the equivalent energy minimization
problem reads

H (�σ ) = min
P

−
∑

1�i< j�N

Ji j〈σiσ j〉P +
N∑

i=1

hi〈σi〉P. (4)

We call any state P that is supported only on the ground-state
space (i.e., the collection of all configurations that achieve
the ground-state energy) of a model a ground state and such
P are manifestly those that achieve the minimal possible
expectation value for the Hamiltonian, i.e., minP〈H〉P = Eg.
Optimizing over probability distributions instead of spin con-
figurations requires a similar exponential effort in the system
size. Nonetheless, it opens the way for a relaxation in terms of
an SDP problem, which is one of the main ingredients of our
method, which we present in the following section.

III. THE CHORDAL BRANCH AND BOUND ALGORITHM

In this section we describe the main tools we build upon
to devise the CBB algorithm. First, we present the SDP re-
laxation we exploit to obtain both a lower and upper bound
to the ground-state energy. These bounds define an energy
confidence region in which the unknown ground-state energy
provably lies. Then we introduce the branch-and-bound pro-
cedure as a tool to systematically improve this confidence
region. Last, we describe the chordal extension method that
exploits the sparsity of relevant physical models in order
to increase the scalability of the SDP. Technical details of
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the algorithm and its implementation can be found in the
Appendixes B and C.

A. SDP relaxations

As mentioned in the previous section, the ground-state
minimization problem can be relaxed to obtain an efficient
method to derive lower bounds on the ground-state energy
through the formulation in terms of expectation values (4).
Specifically we use a method pioneered by Lassere [15,16],
which relaxes the polynomial optimization over any distribu-
tion P into an SDP.

Let us consider a vector �x := (xα )k
α=1 of monomials of the

spin variables. For any state P we define its moment matrix
�(P) with respect to �x as the k × k matrix of expectation
values �αβ (P) := 〈xαxβ〉P. Any such moment matrix �(P),
being defined via an outer product, is manifestly positive
semidefinite, i.e., �(P) � 0, and, depending on what the el-
ements of �x are, it further obeys certain linear constraints,
which follow from the fact the monomials are made of spin
variables. More precisely, the constraints reflect the two basic
properties of these variables, namely that they take dichotomic
values σi ∈ {−1, 1} and commute with each other. This leads
to conditions such as, for instance, 〈σiσ jσi〉P = 〈σ j〉P.

We illustrate this with an example: take as a generating set
of monomials �x the spin variables themselves together with
the identity, i.e., �x = {1, σ1, . . . , σN }. The resulting � matrix
takes the following form:

� =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

1 〈σ1〉 〈σ2〉 . . . 〈σN 〉
〈σ1〉 1 〈σ1σ2〉 . . . 〈σ1σN 〉
〈σ2〉 〈σ1σ2〉 1 . . . 〈σ2σN 〉

...
...

. . .

〈σN 〉 〈σ1σN 〉 . . . 1

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

. (5)

Notice how the expectation value of any Hamiltonian of the
form given in (1) can be expressed as a linear function of the
entries of �, given by tr(h �), where h is a matrix defined by
the system Hamiltonian. A lower bound to its ground-state
energy can then be obtained by minimizing tr(h �) over all
positive semidefinite matrices � that fulfill the linear con-
straints discussed above, expressed also as linear functions of
the entries of � in terms of some matrices Fm,

min� tr(h �)

s.t. � � 0, (6)

tr(Fm �) = 0, ∀ m ∈ {1, . . . , k}.
This defines an SDP relaxation of the problem, since not
every such positive matrix � satisfying the linear constraints
encapsulated by the matrices Fm necessarily arise as a moment
matrix �(P) of a physical state. In contrast with the original
minimization, the presented SDP can be solved efficiently,
since the amount of variables involved in the moment matrix
scales only quadratically with the number of spins.

Interestingly, from the solution of the considered relax-
ations one can also extract a spin configuration with no
additional computational cost. Let �∗ be the optimal solution
to the SDP. We can associate to it a configuration �σ ∗ by taking
the sign of the entries in that matrix that correspond to the
expectation values 〈σi〉, namely set σ ∗

i := sgn(�∗
1,i+1). The

energy of that configuration H (�σ ∗) clearly provides an upper
bound to the ground-state energy.

Moreover, the approximation to the exact ground-state
energy can be improved by considering the moment matrix
generated by the vector �x(ν) of all monomials of spin variables
of degree up to ν. For every such a vector, it is possible to
construct the corresponding moment matrix �(ν) and solve
the corresponding relaxation, as in (6). This process defines
a hierarchy of relaxations ordered according to the degree of
the considered monomials ν that provides an asymptotically
converging series of tighter and tighter lower bounds on the
ground-state energy (see Appendix B for more details). All
the steps in the hierarchy are efficient, as they define SDP
problems involving matrices that scale polynomially with the
number of spins.

B. Branch and bound

The derived lower and upper bounds through the previous
SDP relaxation can be combined with a so-called branch-and-
bound (BB) technique to obtain a series of complementing
bounds converging to the exact solution. This is a general
iteration strategy that has been applied in several different
ways (see, for instance, Ref. [17] for a review). The main
ingredient of a BB iteration is the branching procedure, which
consists in dividing the original problem into two subproblems
that correspond to the opposite cases of a dichotomic choice.
In the ground-state problem, it can be done by choosing a spin
i and considering the two subsets of spin configurations that
have σi = ±1 fixed. Finding the ground state in both subcases
can be cast as another ground-state problem for a modified
graph where the vertex i has been removed and the couplings
have been modified accordingly. Obviously, the value of the
original ground-state energy is just the minimum between the
solutions of the two subcases.

The trick is now to use the upper and lower bounds to
reduce the number of branches to explore. The BB procedure
does that as follows:

(i) Start with the original graph and compute a lower and
upper bound zL, zU to the ground-state energy, in our case
using the previous SDP relaxation

(ii) If the bounds differ, choose a branching and compute
lower and upper bounds for the two subcases

(iii) Keep track of the best upper bound z̄U encountered so
far and discard all the explored branches in which the lower
bound is higher than z̄U

(iv) From the reduced list of branches, pick the one corre-
sponding to the lowest zL, if it still differs from the best upper
bound z̄U , go back to point (ii) and perform another branching

(v) Keep repeating until the lowest zL and the best upper
bound z̄U coincide.

Although the BB procedure always converges to the so-
lution, it may require an exponential number of steps when
implemented on hard instances. Yet, the method presents two
important properties: (1) it provides a constantly improving
energy range for the ground-state energy and (2) at all steps, it
is known whether the searched solution has been reached, pos-
sibly up to numerical precision, and no more steps are needed.
In fact, we have observed that in many situations the algorithm
can be stopped after a few steps because it has been able to
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FIG. 1. Example of sequences of upper and lower bounds ob-
tained during the branching procedure with the CBB method, for
a 2D Ising model of lattice size 15 × 15. The convergence is met,
yielding a certified value for the ground-state energy and configura-
tion, after less than 20 steps, instead of having to explore all of the
2225 configurations.

find the solution. Figure 1 shows a typical instance of the BB
procedure in which the lower and upper bounds converge after
a few iterations. More details about the implementation of the
BB procedure can be found in Appendix C.

C. Chordal extension

The last ingredient in our construction uses the fact that, for
the considered spin systems with local interactions, the opti-
mization problem defined by the Hamiltonian (1) is sparse.
As shown in Refs. [18,19], one can exploit this sparsity to
derive a similar relaxation that is more scalable than the pre-
vious one. Intuitively, the idea behind the modification is the
following: for any pair of noninteracting spins i, j, the corre-
sponding two-body expectation value 〈σiσ j〉 is not needed for
the computation of the energy. Thus, a moment matrix with
all two-body correlations is including some potentially unnec-
essary information. Finding the minimal amount of moments
that is sufficient to effectively constrain the optimization of the
energy helps defining a more efficient, and therefore scalable,
relaxation.

To illustrate the method, let us suppose that the graph G of
the problem is already chordal. A graph is said to be chordal
if all its cycles of four or more vertices have a chord, i.e., an
edge that is not part of the cycle but connects two vertices of
the cycle. If G is not chordal, it is always possible to associate
to it a so-called chordal extension GC by properly adding some
edges (see Fig. 2 for an example). Notice that the chordal
extension of a graph is not unique, but a chordal extension can
always be found, because the fully connected graph is chordal.
For a chordal extension to be useful for our CBB method it
needs to be still relatively sparse, as in the example presented
here. In Appendix B we provide a general polytime technique
to find good chordal extensions for all the cases studied in
this paper.

FIG. 2. (a) An example of graph G that is not chordal, together
with an option of edges to add (shown in red) in order to make it
chordal, obtaining a chordal extension GC . The new edges are chosen
to “break” the larger cycles, such as the cycle {1, 5, 9, 8}. (b) The
graph GC and its corresponding maximal cliques Cl , shown with the
different colors. In this example, the graph has nc = 6 cliques, out of
them two are composed of four vertices, while the remaining ones
consist of three vertices each.

Once the chordal extension has been derived, one can then
introduce a relaxation where the original � matrix is replaced
by a direct sum of smaller matrices �l , constructed only from
the spin variables belonging to the each of the nC maximal
cliques, i.e., fully connected subgraphs of maximal size, of
GC . Note that some spin variables appear in more than one
clique, which means that the SDP does not completely decou-
ple into separate SDPs for each block �l , so the optimization
involves moments appearing in multiple blocks.

As an illustration let us go back to the previous relax-
ation and suppose one wants to solve the 1D Ising model
with Hamiltonian H = ∑N

i=1 Ji,i+1σiσi+1. The corresponding
dependency graph G is already chordal and is composed
of N cliques Ci = σi, σi+1, with i = 1, . . . , N − 1. Then the
matrix (5) can be substituted by a direct sum of the N
blocks

�Ci =
⎛
⎝

1 〈σi〉 〈σi+1〉
〈σi〉 1 〈σiσi+1〉

〈σi+1〉 〈σiσi+1〉 1

⎞
⎠. (7)

Unnecessary expectation values in (5), such as 〈σiσi+2〉, no
longer appear in any of the N smaller blocks �Ci , but all the
expectation values that are needed to define the Hamiltonian
as a linear function of the moment matrices are still present.
This simplification is particularly useful because it can signifi-
cantly reduce the number of variables involved in the SDP and
it reduces the size of the largest positive semidefinite block,
which dramatically reduces computational footprint in the nu-
merical algorithms solving the optimization. In this example,
we go from a matrix whose size increases quadratically with
the number of spins, to a linearly increasing set of constant
size matrices. In general, the constraints between different
blocks do not allow to split the problem into nC independent
ones, but one can still see that the scaling of the computational
effort is dominated by the size of the largest block alone
(see Appendix B for more details on the chordal extension
hierarchy).

As an illustration of the gain in scalability provided
by the chordal extension, we compare the performance of
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FIG. 3. Time comparison for a square lattice of N sites between
a standard SDP-based branch and bound (BB) algorithm and the one
augmented with the chordal extension (CBB), as a function of the
linear lattice size L = √

N . The problem is finding the ground-state
energy for a 2D Ising ferromagnetic model with random Gaussian
magnetic field, close to the phase transition at σ = 1.5, i.e., where the
ground state is already partially disordered. The time estimation was
averaged over 100 disorder realizations, except for the largest system
size, where the averaging was reduced to 10 samples. Due to the large
amount of disorder averaging, we limit ourselves to system sizes L �
15, far below the maximum sizes we can tackle on our hardware. The
comparison is shown in a linear scale and double logarithmic in the
inset. The dashed lines in the inset are power laws of the form L10

and L6, demonstrating the claimed polynomial scaling of the runtime
N5 for BB vs N3 for CBB.

the CBB method with a sparse Ising problem in the two
cases of exploiting and not exploiting the chordal exten-
sion. As a benchmark of a sparse instance, we consider the
standard 2D ferromagnetic Ising model in a statically dis-
ordered magnetic field (quenched disorder) that is picked
independently from normal distributions of mean zero and
variance σ for each site. Similar results are obtained for
other models with local interactions. As a function of the
disorder strength σ , the model undergoes a phase transition
from a ferromagnetic ground state (in which all states are
aligned with each other) to a disordered phase (in which,
for extremely large disorder, the spins are aligned with the
local magnetic fields). For this model it is known that the
ground state can in principle be found in polynomial time
(see Appendix A).

Indeed, the nonchordal BB method is able to find the
solution with an effort that scales roughly with a N5 depen-
dence; see Fig. 3. However, and especially in the interesting
region close to the phase transition, fast growing memory
requirements and runtime make the method impractical for
systems that are larger than 15 × 15 on the hardware we
have at our disposal. The CBB method, in contrast, al-
lows us to solve systems of over 35 × 35 sites on the same
hardware, due to both lower memory requirements and a
very significantly reduced runtime, both in terms of ab-
solute numbers and in terms of scaling (see Fig. 3 for a
comparison). When using the chordal extension, the method
scales roughly as N3, as opposed to the N5 dependence
without it.

IV. VERIFYING THE SOLUTION
OF A QUANTUM ANNEALER

Once all the ingredients of the method have been presented,
we now turn to the main part of our work and show how to ap-
ply our approach to verify the results of energy minimizations
performed on an actual quantum annealing device.

Numerical computations in this work were run on a work-
station with an Intel Xeon E5-1650v4 processor with six
physical cores clocked at 3.60 GHz base frequency and 128
GByte RAM. Due to the polynomial scaling of the method,
much larger system sizes can be reached with more powerful
hardware. The sparse semidefinite relaxations were gener-
ated by Ncpol2sdpa [20], and the semidefinite programs were
solved by Mosek [21]. The code for the experiments is avail-
able under an open source license [22].

A. Verifying solutions for a triangular graph

To show the flexibility of the CBB method and also to
verify a quantum annealing solution for the largest system
size simulable on a state-of-the art annealer, we considered
a 2D triangular lattice. In fact, spin models on the triangular
lattices display a wealth of interesting physical phenomena,
many driven by the possibility to have frustrated interactions.
To remain in a regime that is comparable to the benchmarking
we did before, we, however, concentrate on the interplay of
ferromagnetic interactions with a disordered magnetic field
(for a numerical analysis of the corresponding phase transi-
tion, see Appendix D).

We used a D-Wave 2000Q quantum annealer with 2040
functional qubits. The chip had eight faulty qubits and the cor-
responding couplings were removed from a full-yield 16 × 16
Chimera graph. We used the virtual full-yield Chimera graph
abstraction to ensure consistent embeddings and improve the
quality of the results. The coupling strengths were automat-
ically scaled to the interval [−1, 1], and the logical qubits
used a coupling strength of −2 to hold a chain of physical
spins together. The minor embedding was a heuristic method,
yielding a chain length of 7. We also tried chains up to length
22, without significant change in the results, showing that the
scaling in the couplings ensures that the chains do not break.
For each data point, we sampled a thousand data points and
chose the one with the lowest energy as the optimum. This
takes constant time irrespective of the values set, in the range
of milliseconds. The flux bias of the qubits was not offset.

Both the quantum annealer and the CBB simulation were
done for the same disorder realizations (the disorder in the
annealer is fully programmable) to obtain directly compara-
ble results. We observe that there are indeed some cases in
which even after 1000 repetitions, the lowest energy found
by the quantum annealer is still higher than the exact value
computed by CBB. Here the optimal spin configuration found
by the quantum annealer typically differs markedly from the
the output of our method, which detects that the quantum
device probably got stuck in a local minimum. Interestingly,
our method is also able to certify that, for some disorder
realizations, the quantum annealer is able to find the exact
ground-state energy. It does that typically in a very short
time. This is true even for intermediate disorder strengths,
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FIG. 4. Left: Comparison of the lowest energy value for a disordered phase at σ = 1.5 on a triangular lattice on a 2040-qubit D-Wave
quantum annealer and the CBB algorithm. Notice that in all the instances considered here the confidence region provided by CBB converged
in few steps and the algorithm returned the exact ground-state energy. Right: Comparison of the corresponding ground-state spin configuration
both for a case where D-Wave achieves the lowest energy and for two cases where it does not. Yellow spins are +1 and black one −1. It can be
seen clearly that, even when the energies provided by the two methods are close, the corresponding spin configurations can be very different.
This shows that the excited state that the D-Wave quantum annealer returns does not necessarily resemble the globally optimal solution.

around σ = 1.5, where the ground-state spin pattern shows
macroscopic islands of aligned spins whose precise shape and
positions depend nontrivially on the disorder realization; see
Fig. 4. Verifying that the annealer did reach the correct solu-
tion is impossible with standard variational approaches used
so far and clearly demonstrates the relevance of the introduced
CBB method for the benchmarking of quantum optimizers.

B. Towards the verification for a Chimera graph

Lastly, we consider the application of CBB to a denser
graph. For this purpose we choose the Chimera architecture
[23], which is the natural graph on the D-wave 2000Q hard-
ware. The corresponding graph is composed of K4,4 fully
connected bipartite unit cells, consisting of eight spins—four
horizontal and four vertical—with edges between each hori-
zontal or vertical pair. These unit cells are arranged to form a
2D square lattice of size L and a total number of N = 8 L2

spins. Because of the in-cell connectivity, such a graph is
clearly nonplanar and thus has the potential to encode NP-hard
Ising models. Even though the Chimera graph is nonplanar
and denser than 2D rectangular and triangular lattice, using
the chordal extension still gives a remarkable advantage, al-
lowing us to reach system sizes of L = 9, compared to just
L = 5 (on the same hardware) for an SDP-based BB method
without the chordal extension.

Although the D-Wave 200Q quantum annealer is currently
implementing a Chimera graph with 2040 functional physical
qubits, they are seldom actually used as logical spins. Most
recent studies encode each K4,4 cell as a single logical spin, in

order to suppress errors due to the finite size and qubit quality
of the system [10]. This results in effectively solving Ising
models on a 2D square lattice which, being planar, is actually
proven to be polynomially solvable (cf. Appendix A). The
numerical test was performed on the actual Chimera graph.
This opens up the way to benchmarking future annealing
devices, once their physical qubit quality has improved to a
point that makes the individual spins useful, in the much more
interesting regime of nonplanar graphs.

V. COMPARISON WITH OTHER
VERIFICATION METHODS

The problem of verifying a quantum optimizer is very rich
and has many interesting sides. We can identify two relevant
players in the problem: the provider and the user. A first prob-
lem consists of verifying that the quantum hardware performs
some form of quantum process, say quantum annealing, with
no classical analog or that is hard to simulate classically. This
type of verification is available to the provider when construct-
ing and testing the device, but generally impossible for the
user. Here the verification methods must be quantum specific.
The provider may tomographically reconstruct the different
quantum steps in the optimization, or may simply want to cer-
tify that the device, when solving the optimization problem,
generates a large amount of some given quantum properties,
such as coherence, entanglement or quantum nonlocality. This
may be a direct evidence of some form of “quantumness,”
but it does not guarantee that the device performs better than
a classical approach, as at the moment it is not clear which
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quantum properties—if any—could provide a quantum com-
putational advantage. Moreover, it is difficult to see how this
approach could detect instances where the quantum device
gets stuck in a local minimum, the typical challenge in the
considered optimization problems.

Our work falls into a second class of methods, which
attempts at verifying the device only from the outputs it pro-
duces, without any reference to the quantum process that gave
raise to it. Note that, being based only on a classical output,
none of these methods is quantum specific and all can be ap-
plied to any optimizer, classical or quantum. This is the type of
verification that is more relevant to the user. For optimization
problems, this verification will mostly be based on heuristics:
most of the relevant problems are NP-hard, and it is expected
that will remain hard also for quantum computers. Yet one
can not exclude the possibility that quantum devices might
eventually give better solutions than any classical solution “on
average,” or at least for some families of practically relevant
problems. In fact, the search for a quantum advantage is one
of the main focus of research on quantum algorithms for
classical optimization problems. One can identify three ways
of verifying the outputs of quantum optimizers (or, as said,
any optimizer).

A. Planted solutions

In this approach, an optimizer is run on problems for which
the solution is known [13,24]. This is a way of testing that the
considered algorithm is able to obtain the expected solution
and hope that it will perform equally well for other problems
for which the solution is unknown. In our opinion, this ap-
proach is especially relevant for the development of quantum
optimizers, for instance to understand which instances are
difficult for them. But it also has clear limitations. First, the
considered optimization problems are so diverse that it is
conceivable that a device may not be able to find the exact
solution for problems where it is known in advance while giv-
ing reasonably good results for other problems of relevance.
Second, testing a device on problems for which the solution is
known can not lead to any quantum advantage by definition.
Therefore, if any quantum advantage were to be demonstrated,
it will never be by running a quantum device on problems with
a planted solution.

B. Variational methods

We group in this class any approach providing a candidate
solution, not necessarily the optimal one, to the problem.
By definition, these approaches provide upper bounds to the
searched solution, as the quantum optimizer. Simulated an-
nealing [11] or tensor-network algorithms [12] are notable
classical examples of this approach. If the value provided by
the quantum optimizer Eq, is larger than the best value ob-
tained by one of these classical approaches, Ec, one can certify
that the quantum device has not reached the searched solution,
Eg. Classical variational methods have a long tradition and
can deal with very large systems, at the moment larger than
those available for quantum optimizers. If, however, quantum
optimizers will ever reach the quantum advantage, one will
encounter a situation in which they will be able to provide

the smallest available upper bound to the solution. In a result-
ing scenario where Eg � Eq < Ec, the limitations of classical
variational methods are clear: it is hard to determine whether
the better performances of quantum optimizers are an indica-
tion of to their intrinsically higher computational power or the
lack of a more efficient classical optimization algorithm.

C. Relaxations

This is the approach considered in this work and, more in
general, we refer here to any method providing a lower bound
to the searched ground-state energy (note, however, that our
approach can also be used to provide an upper bound with
the same computational effort). These methods have much
less history and cannot reach, at the moment, problem sizes
comparable to variational methods. However, because of their
complementarity, they have clear merits. As shown by our
demonstration using the D-Wave machine, these methods can
give a termination criterion for any optimization heuristics,
certifying that the searched solution has been reached and no
more rounds are needed. But even when a gap remains, the
lower bounds obtained through relaxations can be comple-
mented with the best upper bound, being quantum or classical,
and provide an energy range in which the solution provably
lies. Clearly, no quantum advantage is possible for those prob-
lems where the obtained lower bound matches the solution
obtained by a classical optimizer. On the contrary, problems
where there is a gap between the best known classical solution
and the lower bound may be good candidates when searching
for a quantum advantage. Finally, if the bound only matches
the output produced by a quantum device, no classical ap-
proach will ever provide a strictly better solution. In our
opinion these properties make this approach valuable and, in
particular, especially relevant to advance the study and search
for a quantum advantage in classical optimization problems.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We introduced the chordal branch-and-bound (CBB)
method that uses a hierarchy of efficiently computable upper
and lower bounds on the ground-state energy of classical spin
systems and exploits the physical locality structure of relevant
Hamiltonians. Our numerical results show that the iterative
branch-and-bound process often converges, providing an ex-
act and certified value for the ground-state energy, together
with a ground-state configuration. Even for those cases where
convergence is not met, the method always provides with a
polynomial effort an energy range where the searched solution
provably lies. Moreover, the obtained lower bound can be
used to benchmark the output of both quantum and classical
optimization methods. We focused here on their use to assess
the quality of current quantum annealers beyond their com-
parison to classical variational approaches. In particular, we
were able to identify instances were the quantum optimizer
reached the actual ground-state energy without resorting to
planted solution problems. To our knowledge, to date this is
the only approach providing this type of certification.

It would definitely be interesting to explore the perfor-
mance of our method on other relevant Ising models that are
proven to be NP-hard. The complexity of the model might
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result in an exponential number of branch-and-bound steps
to achieve convergence to the ground-state energy. However,
let us stress that NP-hardness is a worst-case feature, hence it
might be the case that an efficient convergence to the ground
states is achievable on average even for some NP-hard models.
In this respect, CBB can be essential to provide numerical
evidence that identifies which Ising models are uniformly
hard, among the NP-hard ones.

From a general viewpoint, recent progress of quantum
computing devices [14] urge for the development of methods
to benchmark them. Our work is an example of such effort and
we are confident that the approach adopted here for bench-
marking, based on relaxations of the initial problem, may find
applications in other similar contexts.
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APPENDIX A: COMPLEXITY OF FINDING
ISING GROUND STATES

There is a wealth of results on the worst-case complexity of
finding the ground state of various Ising models [25]. Thereby
“worst-case complexity” is the complexity of the hardest in-
stances within a class of families of problems of increasing
size. How hard it is to solve the ground-state problem of
such a family varies with the interaction graph and can cru-
cially depend on seemingly unimportant details. We consider
Hamiltonians that are polynomials (with fixed finite degree
and finite precision coefficients) in the spin variables in the
form

H (�σ ) =
∑

1�i< j�N

Ji jσiσ j +
N∑

i=1

hiσi, (A1)

with couplings Ji j and local fields hi, and interaction
(hyper-)graph G := (V, E ). The size of a problem is the num-
ber of vertices N := |V|. We say that an Ising model of the
form (A1) has no fields if hi = 0 for all i, we say it has an
external field if all hi = h for all i and some h, and we say it
has on-site fields if all hi can be chosen independently.

Finding the ground state of Hamiltonians of the form (A1)
for arbitrary graphs is in general NP-hard [26], even without
any fields. This is still true for Ji, j ∈ {−1, 0, 1} and G a finite
3D cubic grid graph and even for G a cubic two-layer 2D
grid [26]. In contrast, for planar graphs G and without local
fields, the ground state can be found efficiently even with-
out the restriction Ji, j ∈ {−1, 0, 1} [25]. With the restriction
Ji, j ∈ {−1, 0, 1} this even holds for toroidal graphs (grids on
a torus, i.e., systems with periodic boundary conditions) [25].
Similarly, if Ji, j � 0, then even some systems with local fields
can be solved in polynomial time [25]. On the other hand, for
general planar graphs with interactions Ji, j = 1 and uniform
external field hi = 1, finding the ground state is again NP-hard
[26]. Reference [25] contains a list of further concrete models
whose complexity is either known to be in P or proven to be
NP-hard.

These hardness results are typically obtained by reducing
the ground-state problem to the so-called max-cut problem,
which is known to the NP-hard. The polynomial time algo-
rithms to solve the other families of systems, in turn, work by
finding perfect matchings [26] or rely on so-called max-flow
and min-cut methods [25].

APPENDIX B: INGREDIENTS OF THE CHORDAL
BRANCH-AND-BOUND METHOD

In this Appendix we describe in detail the Lasserre hier-
archy and the chordal extension method used to derive lower
bounds to the ground-state energy of a classical Hamiltonian.
To make this part self-contained, we revise the general method
by using the notation used in the main text, while making
comparisons to the more typical framework of polynomial
optimization. Moreover, for the sake of completeness we will
repeat some notions that have already been introduced in the
main text.

We begin by recalling that a state of an N spin system
is a probability distribution P over the set of configurations
{−1, 1}N . Expectation values of a function f for the state P are
denoted by 〈 f 〉P, or even shorter by 〈 f 〉 if the connection to
a specific states is not evident. The ground state is defined by
any state P achieving the minimal possible expectation value
for the Hamiltonian, i.e., minP〈H〉P = Eg:

H (�σ ) = min
P

−
∑

1�i< j�N

Ji j〈σiσ j〉P +
N∑

i=1

hi〈σi〉P. (B1)

1. The hierarchy of lower bounds

Let �x(ν) be the vector of all monomials of spin variables
of degree up to ν. For such vector and state P we define its
moment matrix �(ν)(P) as the k × k matrix of expectation
values �

(ν)
αβ (P) := 〈x(ν)

α x(ν)
β 〉P. It is not hard to see that for any

state P, any moment matrix �(ν)(P) is positive semidefinite,
i.e., �(ν)(P) � 0, and that, depending on what the elements
of �x(ν) are, it further obeys certain linear constraints that
reflect the two basic properties of classical spin variables of
taking dichotomic values σi ∈ {−1, 1} and commuting with
each other. These properties imply relations among different
expectation values such as, for example, 〈σiσ jσi〉P = 〈σ j〉P,
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which can be expressed in terms of some matrices Fm such as
tr(Fm�(ν)(P)) = 0.

For a sufficiently large value of ν, the corresponding mo-
ment matrix �(ν) contains all the expectation values needed
for the computation of the energy, in the sense that there is
a matrix h [depending on the Ji j and hi in case the Hamil-
tonian is of the form in (A1)], such that for any physical
state P it holds that 〈H〉P = tr(h �(ν)(P)). If this is the case,
for that given ν, one can relax the ground-state problem by
minimizing the energy over all matrices �(ν) that are positive
semidefinite and fulfill the above mentioned linear constraints,
rather than over those that can actually arise from a physical
state P. The resulting optimization problem reads

E (ν)
g = min

�(ν)
tr(h �(ν) )

s.t. �(ν) � 0, (B2)

∀m ∈ {1, . . . , k}: tr(Fm �(ν) ) = 0.

The solution to this minimization problem E (ν)
g provides a

lower bound on the true ground-state energy, i.e., E (ν)
g � Eg.

This follows from the fact that the set of all matrices �(ν) that
are positive semidefinite and fulfill the above mentioned linear
constraints is larger than the set of moment matrices that can
actually arise from a physical state P. It is further obvious that

the E (ν)
g values are ordered in the sense that E (ν)

g � E (ν+1)
g

for any ν. Remarkably, if all the relevant Fm are taken into
account, the bounds actually converge to the true ground-state
energy for any fixed finite system size and Hamiltonian H , in
the sense that limν→∞ E (ν)

g = Eg [16,27]. This does not mean
that convergence can only be attained in the limit. As a matter
of fact, there are situations in which convergence is attained at
a finite value of ν.

To illustrate the first levels of the hierarchy, let us go back
to the example presented in the main text with moment matrix

� =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

1 〈σ1〉 〈σ2〉 . . . 〈σN 〉
〈σ1〉 1 〈σ1σ2〉 . . . 〈σ1σN 〉
〈σ2〉 〈σ1σ2〉 1 . . . 〈σ2σN 〉

...
...

. . .

〈σN 〉 〈σ1σN 〉 . . . 1

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

. (B3)

It is clear now that that moment matrix represents the hierar-
chy (B2) at level ν = 1. If we take the special case of N = 3
spins, the whole moment matrix reads

�(1) =

⎛
⎜⎝

1 〈σ1〉 〈σ2〉 〈σ3〉
〈σ1〉 1 〈σ1σ2〉 〈σ1σ3〉
〈σ2〉 〈σ1σ2〉 1 〈σ2σ3〉
〈σ3〉 〈σ1σ3〉 〈σ1σ3〉 1

⎞
⎟⎠. (B4)

Going at level at level ν = 2 for a system of N = 3 spins, the
corresponding moment matrix take the following form:

�(2) =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

1 〈σ1〉 〈σ2〉 〈σ3〉 〈σ1σ2〉 〈σ1σ3〉 〈σ2σ3〉
〈σ1〉 1 〈σ1σ2〉 〈σ1σ3〉 〈σ2〉 〈σ3〉 〈σ1σ2σ3〉
〈σ2〉 〈σ1σ2〉 1 〈σ2σ3〉 〈σ1〉 〈σ1σ2σ3〉 〈σ3〉
〈σ3〉 〈σ1σ3〉 〈σ2σ3〉 1 〈σ1σ2σ3〉 〈σ1〉 〈σ2〉

〈σ1σ2〉 〈σ2〉 〈σ2〉 〈σ1σ2σ3〉 1 〈σ2σ3〉 〈σ1σ3〉
〈σ1σ3〉 〈σ3〉 〈σ1σ2σ3〉 〈σ1〉 〈σ2σ3〉 1 〈σ1σ2〉
〈σ2σ3〉 〈σ1σ2σ3〉 〈σ3〉 〈σ2〉 〈σ1σ3〉 〈σ1σ2〉 1

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

. (B5)

Matrix �(1) is contained in �(2) as a principal minor—
the one generated by the first four rows and columns.
This makes it so that the second level directly implies
the constraint implied by the first one, while the non-
negativity of a bigger moment matrix results in a gener-
ally more stringent test. Moreover, the expectation value
of any Hamiltonian of the form given in (A1) can be
expressed as a function of the entries of both moment ma-
trices as tr(h �(ν) ) = J12�

(ν)
15 + J13�

(ν)
16 + J23�

(ν)
17 + h1�

(ν)
12 +

h2�
(ν)
13 + h3�

(ν)
14 for ν = 1, 2. Similarly, one can see how the

linear constraints Fm on the entries reflect the properties of
the spin variables. Dichotomy directly imposes the conditions
�

(ν)
ii = 1 on the diagonal variables and, combined with com-

mutations, allows to identify some of the entries, such as for
example �

(1)
12 = �

(1)
21 and �

(2)
13 = �

(2)
25 .

As a comparison with previous similar methods, notice
that the branch-and-bound technique introduced in Ref. [17]
exploits a lower bound method that is almost equivalent to
the first level of the relaxation (B2), with the addition of
some hand crafted linear constraints. Indeed, the mentioned
relaxation can be obtained by considering a moment matrix
generated by the set of monomials composed of the spin

variables only, without the identity operator. Hence, it results
in the first level of the Lasserre hierarchy, diminished by the
absence of the one (the first) row of the matrix. In contrast, the
hierarchy discussed here allows to systematically construct an
infinite family of increasingly precise relaxations that yield
better and better bounds at the price of an increasing compu-
tational cost.

2. Exploiting sparsity via the chordal extension

Depending on the kind of system considered, the optimiza-
tion problem defined by the Hamiltonian (A1) can be sparse.
As is shown in Refs. [18,19], we can exploit this sparsity to
derive a more scalable relaxation than (B2).

The method works as follows: take the dependency graph
G of the problem and check if it is chordal. As mentioned in
the main text, a graph is said to be chordal if all its cycles
of four or more vertices have a chord, i.e., an edge that is
not part of the cycle but connects two vertices of the cycle.
If G is not chordal, construct a so-called chordal extension
GC of G by suitably adding edges until the graph is chordal.
The chordal extension of a graph is not unique, but a chordal
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extension can always be found, simply because any fully
connected graph is chordal. As it will became clear in the
following, for our purposes it is crucial to find a chordal
extension that is still relatively sparse. A polytime method
that works well in this respect for all the cases studied here
is to compute an approximate minimum degree ordering of
the graph nodes, followed by Cholesky factorization of a pos-
itive semidefinite matrix with the associated sparsity pattern
[28]. Once a specific chordal extension GC is constructed,
it will contain a number of nC maximal cliques Cl ⊂ V . A
clique, that is a fully connected subgraph, is maximal if it
cannot be extended by including any other adjacent vertex.
Since the graph G represents a sparse Hamiltonian, and GC is
obtained from G by simply adding some edges, the function
(A1) can be decomposed into a sum H = ∑

l HCl of terms
that each contain only variables contained in a given maximal
clique Cl .

One can then modify the optimization problem in (B2)
as follows: Replace the big �(ν) matrix by a direct sum of
smaller matrices �

(ν)
l , one for each clique, constructed from

the spin variables belonging to the clique Cl . Some spin vari-
ables appear in more than one clique, which can be captured
with additional linear constraints that involve variables of the
blocks �

(ν)
l . Writing this explicitly, the chordal version of the

SDP relaxation then reads as

min
�

(ν)
l

∑
n

tr
(
hn�

(ν)
n

)

s.t. �
(ν)
l � 0, ∀ l = 1, . . . , nC,

tr
(
Fm,l�

(ν)
l

) = 0 m = 1, . . ., kl , l = 1, . . . , nC,
∑

n

tr((Gl,n)�(ν)
n ) = 0 l = 1, . . ., k, (B6)

where the Fm,l are the intrablock constraints coming from the
properties of the spin variables, while the Gl,n correspond
to the constraints identifying expectation values belonging to
different blocks. Interestingly this relaxation still converges to
the exact result [19].

Depending on the sparsity of the graph G (and its chordal
extension GC), substituting the original optimization relax-
ation (B2) by (B6) leads to a substantial simplification and
improved scaling in runtime and memory. In practical appli-
cations, the latter are typically dominated by the the largest
block, i.e., the largest maximal clique in GC . Moreover, the
block structure can be exploited to have a more finely tuned
control of the lower bound precision, essentially by replacing
a general hierarchy level ν by a moment matrix with block-
dependent levels νl . This allows to define hybrid levels where,
for instance, smaller blocks are generated at higher values
of νl , thus improving the quality of the lower bound without
significantly affecting the scalability of the SDP.

Let us illustrate how this chordal extended relaxation
works in practice by going back to the three spins example
introduced above and by considering the 1D Ising model with
the Hamiltonian H = ∑2

i=1 Ji,i+1σiσi+1 presented above. The
corresponding dependency graph G is already chordal and is
composed of two cliques C1 = σ1, σ2 and C2 = σ2, σ3. Since
the blocks at level ν = 1 have been presented in the main text,

here we show the relaxation at level ν = 2, where the matrix
(5) can be substituted by the two blocks:

�
(2)
C1

=

⎛
⎜⎝

1 〈σ1〉 〈σ2〉 〈σ1σ2〉
〈σ1〉 1 〈σ1σ2〉 〈σ2〉
〈σ2〉 〈σ1σ2〉 1 〈σ1〉

〈σ1σ2〉 〈σ2〉 〈σ1〉 1

⎞
⎟⎠, (B7)

�
(2)
C2

=

⎛
⎜⎝

1 〈σ2〉 〈σ3〉 〈σ2σ3〉
〈σ2〉 1 〈σ2σ3〉 〈σ3〉
〈σ3〉 〈σ2σ3〉 1 〈σ2〉

〈σ2σ3〉 〈σ3〉 〈σ2〉 1

⎞
⎟⎠. (B8)

The constraints Gl,n derive from the fact that the variable
σ2 belongs to both cliques, hence several expectation values
appear in both blocks. Some of the unnecessary expectation
values in (5), such as 〈σ1σ3〉 and 〈σ1σ2σ3〉 no longer appear in
the two smaller blocks �

(2)
C1

and �
(2)
C2

. Such a simplification is
particularly useful because it reduces the number of variables
involved in the SDP.

APPENDIX C: IMPLEMENTATION OF THE CHORDAL
BRANCH-AND-BOUND METHOD

We now describe in detail the implementation of our
chordal branch-and-bound (CBB) method. First, we elaborate
on the three ingredients: the lower bound, the upper bound,
and the branching rule. Last, we comment on possible im-
provements of our strategy.

1. Lower bound

The cheapest method to get a bound on the ground-state
energy from below is to use the relaxation in (B6) at the lowest
level ν that contains all the expectation values needed for the
computation of the energy. In this work we focus on quadratic
Hamiltonian functions, hence ν = 1. However, in practical
applications we observe that this often leads to a lower bound
that can be more than 10% away from the corresponding upper
bound. As already mentioned in Ref. [17], having such a big
initial gap slows down the convergence of the branch and
bound, making it very difficult to reach a point in the branch-
ing where the lower bound is high enough to start excluding
the first branches. This problem is overcome by tightening the
relaxation, which can be done in several ways.

The option considered in Ref. [17] was to tighten the
relaxation at level 1 by adding hand crafted linear inequal-
ities, so-called triangle inequalities, between entries of the
matrix corresponding to the two-body correlations 〈σiσ j〉 of
triples of spin variables. Since the amount of all these possi-
ble constraints scales as N3, usually only a fraction of them
is introduced. In our CBB we can exploit the structure of
the problem to obtain more systematic improvements. The
chordal extension reduces the amount of meaningful con-
straints that can be added. Indeed, the resulting block structure
implies that the only two-body expectation values 〈σiσ j〉 that
appear in the moment matrices correspond to spins i, j be-
longing to the same block. Hence, all the triangle inequalities
that can actually be imposed have to involve triples i, j, k that
appear in the same clique.

The numerical effort for one step in the CBB method is
mostly determined by the largest block in the moment matrix.
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Therefore, we choose to take a hybrid approach, introducing
an intermediate level with ν = 2 for all the blocks �

(ν)
l involv-

ing less than nt variables, while keeping all the bigger blocks
at level 1. Taking such a hybrid level yields a significant
improvement in the initial lower-upper bound gap already for
smaller values of nt . In fact, we have checked numerically that
this devises a test that corresponds at least to the case of level 1
plus the addition of all triangle inequalities between variables
in the smaller blocks.

Moreover, we also allow for additional triangle constraints
between two-body correlations belonging to bigger blocks.
In particular, we add them in an iterative way, as shown in
Ref. [17], until the improvement on the lower bound is smaller
than some numerical precision. In most cases we tested, there
was actually no need to introduce these additional constraints.

2. Upper bound

For the upper bound one needs a good guess for a spin
configurations that is close to the ground-state energy. In our
case, this is straightforward: from the moment matrices �

∗(ν)
l

obtained from the solution of the SDP (B6), construct the
configuration �σ ∗ where each spin σ ∗

i is aligned according to
the sign of the entry corresponding to the expectation value
〈σi〉. Intuitively, this can be seen as a way to obtain the spin
configurations “closest” to the optimal (but typically unphysi-
cal) solution achieved by the relaxation. A nice feature of our
strategy for the upper bound is that it basically adds no extra
computational cost as it is derived directly from the moment
matrix that is obtained by solving the SDP.

The above method makes a substantial improvement over
earlier approaches. Indeed, as described in Ref. [17], the mo-
ment matrix used in previous SDP relaxations is missing the
first row and column vector, and thus exactly the entries we
need to extract our deterministic configuration. That is why
former approaches usually resort on performing a Cholesky
decomposition of the moment matrices �∗

l = BT
l Bl and, by

interpreting each row of the resulting matrices Bl as a vector
vl, j , assigning the deterministic values to the spin variables by
taking scalar products of these vectors with a randomly chosen
one. Notice that, apart from requiring the additional computa-
tional effort of having to perform a Choleski decomposition,
the above method is also hard to adapt to an SDP composed of
more blocks, as the one resulting from the application of the
chordal extension technique.

To conclude, once a valid spin configuration �σ ∗ has been
extracted, we simply set the upper bound to be its correspond-
ing energy H (�σ ∗). Surprisingly, we noticed that by following
this procedure, the exact ground states is usually recovered
very soon in the branching (see Fig. 1 for an example). It then
takes additional time to find a matching lower bound to verify
that this is indeed the lowest achievable energy. This makes
us believe that our procedure is very efficient in finding the
optimal deterministic configuration.

3. Branching rule

Here we follow the same method outlined in Ref. [17],
but with a different choice of branching procedure. In-
deed, those authors choose the dichotomic choice to be the

relative alignment of a pair of connected spins. That is, given
a choice of indices i, j, the two branches correspond to the two
cases σi ± σ j = 0. However, as mentioned before, we prefer
to branch on the value of the single spin, by choosing between
the two values σi = ±1. The reason for this is that, in the
latter case the number of possible branching steps depends
only on the number N of spins in the system. On the contrary,
the former method involves an amount of branching choices
that depends on the number of edges in the dependency graph
G, which can be much higher, often as high as N2.

For our branching rule strategy, there is the question of
which spin i to choose for the next branching. The way we
do this here is based on the expectation values 〈σi〉 recovered
from the moment matrices �

(ν)
l and used for the construction

of the upper bound. The intuition is the following: Spins with
an expectation value close to zero are “difficult” choices,
because flipping the value of such a spin is likely to lead
to a slight change in the energy of the system; conversely,
expectations values very close to ±1 are identified as “easy”
choices, because flipping such a spin is likely to lead to a
significant change in the energy of the system and it is easier to
discard a branch during the evolution of the branch-and-bound
process. We set the branching rule to “easy-first,’, that is, at
the end of each optimization round, the next branching is
performed on the closest to deterministic spin in the �

(ν)
l .

4. Possible improvements

There is some freedom in the choices we outlined in the
previous subsections. Given the huge difference in complexity
that can be exhibited by various instances of the Ising model,
we expect the optimal choice to be model dependent. Here
we briefly discuss which modifications we imagine to be most
useful for practical applications.

Let us start by recalling that, in order to accelerate the
convergence process and to keep memory requirements low,
it is crucial to reduce the initial lower-upper bound gap as
much as possible and as early as possible. One way to do that
is to modify the hybrid hierarchy level introduced above. In
our applications, it was always enough to set the threshold
to at most nt = 7. However, such value can be significantly
increased without affecting too much the scalability of the
CBB. Indeed, the main bottleneck of our method is the mem-
ory required to solve the largest SDP. This depends mainly
on the block l∗ leading to the largest matrix �

(ν)
l∗ . Therefore,

as long as increasing the level of the smaller blocks does not
lead to bigger matrices that the one for the largest clique, the
SDP will still have the same memory requirements—although
the solving time will clearly increase.

Other branching rules can be also be adopted. For instance,
one can replace the “easy-first” approach with a “difficult-
first.” In this case, one picks the next branching from the least
deterministic spin in the �

(ν)
l . We expect the choice of the

most effective branching rule to depend on the system under
consideration.

Last, there are instances in which CBB does not outper-
form other methods. This is true for specific cases of very
sparse problems, where linear-programming relaxations were
shown to work very well [29], or some hand-crafted mod-
els for which exact polynomial algorithms are known [30].
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FIG. 5. Average magnetization m of the ground state of the fer-
romagnetic Ising model with disordered magnetic field, as a function
of the disorder strength σ , for a 2D triangular lattice of linear size
L. The plot shows the cases L = 15 (blue) and L = 20 (red). The
phase transition could be pinned down more precisely by means of
a finite-size scaling analysis. For our purposes here it is sufficient to
know that in the range σ ∈ [1, 3], the ground states has nontrivial
spin patterns.

Nevertheless, it would still be interesting to see if one could
combine the construction based on the chordal extension with
those methods and provide some further advantage.

APPENDIX D: PHASE TRANSITION IN THE
FERROMAGNETIC DISORDERED ISING MODEL IN A 2D

TRIANGULAR LATTICE

Here we use the CBB method to study in more detail the
2D triangular Ising model used to benchmark the solution of
the D-wave quantum annealer. Recall that we considered a

ferromagnetic model in a statically disordered mangetic field,
represented by the following Hamiltonian

H (�σ ) = −
∑
〈i, j〉

σiσ j +
N∑

i=1

hiσi, (D1)

where the first sum runs over all pairs of connected spins 〈i, j〉
in the triangular lattice. The local fields hi are drawn randomly
from a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and variance
σ for each site i. As a function of the disorder strength σ ,
the model undergoes a phase transition from a ferromagnetic
ground state (in which all states are aligned with each other)
to a disordered phase (in which, for extremely large disorder,
the spins are aligned with the local magnetic fields). The
transition can be detected by estimating the ground-state mag-
netization

m =

∣∣∣∑N
i=1 σ

(g)
i

∣∣∣
N

, (D2)

where �σ (g) is the ground-state configuration. Clearly, a fer-
romagnetic ground states is fully magnetized, hence it is
characterized by m = 1. On the other hand, a disordered phase
corresponds to m ≈ 0 (notice that, because of finite-size ef-
fects, one can never reach an exactly zero value in numerical
tests).

We analyzed the phase transition by computing the ground-
state energy for the model with the CBB method and
estimating its magnetization m as a function of the dis-
order strength σ . For each value of σ , the results were
averaged over 100 samples. Figure 5 shows the obtained
magnetization curves, for two different linear lattice sizes
L = 15, 20.
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